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About Paradox Engineering and MinebeaMitsumi
Established in 2005 and headquartered
in Switzerland, we were born as
a telecommunication company
Since 2015 we are part of the Japanese
Group MinebeaMitsumi, leading global
provider of Electro Mechanics
Solutions™ with a notable history and
track record of technology excellence
Leveraging Paradox Engineering as IoT
Excellence Center, the Group is currently
accelerating the development of
solutions for a fully networked IoT
society, with innovative applications for
automotive, medical, consumer,
industrial and Smart Cities markets

Paradox Engineering® is a registered trademark at the Swiss Federal Institute
of Intellectual Property, the European Union Intellectual Property Office and
the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
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Our Smart Parking technology
We provide high-accuracy vehicle detection systems
for a number of parking-related applications
based on self-configuring, self-healing mesh, patented radio protocol
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Key benefits for our customers
A reliable and effective solution to offer
an easier, quicker, cheaper and more
relaxed parking search
Manage parking facilities in real time,
increase efficiency and average usage,
adjust pricing
Up to -30% traffic congestion
Air pollution reduced accordingly
Scalable and interoperable for gradual
Smart City extension
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Wireless Smart Parking sensors
Above-ground (NDPM003) and
Below-ground (NDPM006) car sensors
• A simple, cost-effective and reliable way to
detect if a parking space is occupied by a car
• Supporting 868 MHz, 915 MHz and 920 MHz
radio frequencies
• Standing harsh weather conditions and high
mechanical constraints
• Battery powered node lasting up to 10 years
• Ease of installation, configuration and
maintenance
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Network devices and systems
Smart Repeater NDRP004
• Reliable self-configuring and self-healing
wireless networking of Smart Parking
detection sensors
• To be placed either indoor or outdoor,
preferably mounted on walls or poles
Smart gateways
• Local data collection point of any Smart
Parking detection solution, as well as main
interface to third-party systems
¨PE Smart CMS Neptune
• Our software system for device and network
management (optional)
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Our parking sensors in a nutshell:
what’s in it for your parking system?
Radio
communication

License-free
sub-GHz
frequency band
Radio
communication
availability
above 99%

Vehicle
detection

Robust and
highly sensitive
detection
Detection
accuracy
up to 99,5%

Battery
life

Up to 10-year
battery life

Resistance to
harsh conditions

Ease of
installation and
maintenance

IP68 protection
grade

No/ minimal road
works for sensors’
installation and
maintenance

Resistant to
harsh weather
conditions and
high mechanical
constraints

Automatically
reporting battery
status and failures
Automatic wireless
reconfiguration
and software
update
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Some of our success stories around the world

Liberec (CZ) - 1K car sensors
Kolin (CZ) - 60 car sensors
partner: SPEL

Sursee (CH)
265 car sensors
partner: DigitalParking

France
750+ car sensors for EV charging
stations; partner: G2 Mobility
700 truck sensors for highway rest
areas; partner: Sanef

Thailand
1K+ truck sensors
partner: iSmart

University of California,
San Diego (US)
226 car sensors
partner: Swarco

Las Condes,
Santiago de Chile (CL)
1K car sensors
partners: various
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Paradox Engineering SA
Via Passeggiata 7
Novazzano, Switzerland
Ph. +41 91 233 0100

Immerse into the IoT Smart City
Looking
for more
information
with
our Augmented
Reality
mobile app
free
download
‘AR Smart
City’
about
our Smart
Parking
from Apple Store and Google Play

technology?

www.pdxeng.ch

Contact us today to have all your
questions answered!

